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ABSTRACT 
 

The Rent-a-Car application will improve the efficiency of the web-based Rental Car 

business. A renter can reserve a car from anywhere in the world. Renters from all around 

the world will be able to book cars through our website. The owner enters their vehicle 

information, which is shown on the main page. A renter who has registered on the website 

has the option of reserving the car they require. The renter pays the owner for the car rental 

and can reserve it whenever they want. The money will be deposited into the car owner's 

account. The vehicle's condition and details have been approved by the administrator. This 

automatic method assists the renter and owner by filling out the information based on their 

requirements. 

Our application has three consoles. Owner, Admin, and Renters The administrator can 

manage both the owner and the renter. Owners can only manage their vehicles, bookings, 

and so on. Renters can view their profile, booking history, and other information. We are 

using .NET Core logic in Visual Studio to create the application that will handle the 

functionalities.
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1 Project Description 

Rent a car, a company that specializes in renting cars to clients, will leverage this initiative. Customers 

may see available vehicles using an online system, register, view profiles, and reserve cars through it. 

To reserve a car, the user must first log in. The user may quickly search for cars and book ahead. The 

user must provide information for bookings, including the booking dates and text message. All the car's 

information is given, along with an overview and its features. The user may change their profile and 

passwords at any time on the website, as well as give comments. The administrator may add or manage 

car brands, manage cars, reservations, reviews, pages, and much more. Users find it simple to use and 

comprehend. Customers may hire cars easily with this website. The user will not have any trouble 

understanding, using, or navigating the design because it is rather straightforward. 

1.1 Competitive Information 

Additional automobile rental firms are direct rivals. Customers can buy from other businesses known 

as indirect rivals if they like. One of the greatest e-commerce sites for renting a car offers a variety of 

services for this purpose. Turo, get around, and other automobile rental companies appear to be 

competitors of this company. The "rent a car" website could be more dependable in this cutthroat 

industry by offering a location to make a booking. More trustworthy and authentic services are offered 

by the website. As a result, in this industry that is very competitive, this company has devoted 

customers and has grown its reputation(Zhongyou). 

1.2 Relationship to Other Applications/Projects 

The goal of this project on the car rental system is to help the rental car business make it possible to 

hire cars online. It enables users to look up available vehicles, see profiles, and reserve vehicles for a 

specific time frame. Its user-friendly design makes it easy for users to search for and rent cars for the 

required duration. Additionally, they may pay online. The rental vehicles must be divided into 

categories like budget and luxury. The user will be able to make reservations based on the kind of car 

the client needs. Customers may now hire a car at any time thanks to the usage of internet 

technologies. The reservations are simple using our car rental system(Easy Tour International Ltd). 

Time and work are saved. The program will request information from the user, such as the date and 

time of the trip, the type of vehicle, etc. Additionally, it needs a unique identifying number. This 

information will be used by the program to assist the user in booking a vehicle for the trip(TravelJig 

Saw Ltd). 

 

1.3 Assumptions and Dependencies 

In the prior system, information was manually kept on paper, and it was expensive to communicate 

information among personnel. However, a new solution was suggested to address the issues. The 

suggested system's advantages and features include: 

• The sharing issue has been solved thanks to the centralization of data. 

• Since data is kept in an electronic format, updating the information is simple. 

• Performance is good, and maintenance is simple. 

• Technology has automated the reservation and travel processes. 
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1.4 Future Enhancements 

✓ In the future, the application may have a payment option, and the user might receive a billing 

receipt. 

✓ The program may have an SMS alert component to alert the user. The messages have the ability 

to notify the user. 

✓ To track down specific cars, vehicle tracking systems can be used. 

✓ Users of online car rentals may receive support while driving. 

✓ Any questions can be answered by the application's customer service line. 

✓ Online cancellation is a feature of the program. 

✓ For a better user experience, the program may be customized to support many languages. 

1.5 Definitions and Acronyms 

✓ HTML5 is Hypertext Markup Language 5 

✓ CSS3 is Cascading Style Sheet 

✓ Bootstrap is the most widely used CSS Framework for creating responsive and mobile-first 

websites. Bootstrap 5 is the most recent version of the framework. 

✓ JSON is JavaScript Object Notation. 

✓ .NET Core is the new web framework from Microsoft. .NET Core is the framework you want to 

use for web development with .NET 

✓ EF is the Entity Framework Core 

✓ .NET is Network Enabled Technology 

✓ MVC is Model –View – Controller 

✓ LINQ – Language Integrated Query 

 

2 Project Technical Description 

Customers will be able to rent cars from everywhere in the city thanks to the development of the car 

rental system. Customers provide information to this application by entering their password, email, and 

cellphone number. A consumer who has registered on the website has the option to reserve the car he 

needs. The system that is being suggested is an entirely integrated online system. It effectively and 

efficiently automates laborious processes. This automatic system helps the consumer and offers to fill 

in the information in accordance with their needs. It contains a representation of the various vehicle 

kinds they are attempting to hire as well as the location. The system's goal is to create a website for 

those who can rent cars. 

 

Technically speaking, the project is facilitating online booking. The.NET CORE is being used by the 

developers on Visual Studio. Aside from that, users have access to technologies like HTML, CSS, 

AJAX, jQuery, LINQ, and JavaScript. The application's database is incredibly robust and secure. They 

store a huge number of users in the MS-SQL database. A website with many page possibilities and a 

well-designed database was created by the developer (R. Felder and B. Soloman, 2018). In order to 

have a correct workflow of the booking method for this e-commerce, the user must register them 

through the registration page and log in before they can book the vehicle. We utilize ASP.NET CORE 

Identity & Role for user sign-up and authentication. We handle user information with the use of Identity 
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and cutting-edge technologies like "password hashing" and "token-based password reset." The web 

site's authorization is handled by the ASP Role provider. We made the page access using the ASP Role. 

If the owner role and the renter role each have a certain function, admin. For context-based activities, 

we combine Lambda Expression with LINQ Statement. The code is shorter, more helpful, and simpler 

to understand. We also included interface features to make it simpler for the developer to enhance the 

program in the future. 

The membership system for user authentication and authorization while developing an ASP.NET 

application is called ASP.NET Identity. When creating cutting-edge apps for the online, mobile 

devices, or tablets, The ASP.NET Identity offers a new perspective on what the membership system 

ought to be. You can easily alter the information about the logged-in user by adding customized 

login/logout functionality and customizable profile features using ASP.NET Identity. Today's online 

applications have access to a wider variety of data storage alternatives, and most developers want to 

make it possible for their websites to use social identity providers for authentication and authorization. 

The server uses authentication to ascertain who is accessing their data or website. The user or client 

must authenticate their identity on a web server by logging in using their email address and password, 

or one of several social media platforms. After successful authentication, a server will utilize the 

authorization procedure to determine if the client has permission to use a resource or access a file. 

Below, we will talk about the in-depth page descriptions and the database description with the 

application workflow. 

2.1 Application Architecture 

 

We updated the database and changed the data model in this application using the EF migrations 

functionality. This project began with the main page, which offers any user the standard website view 

of recently highlighted automobiles and a list of vehicles (guest, renter, owner, and admin) For ease 

of access, the highlighted automobiles list is shown on the home page. Vehicles may be found using 

the location, name, type, and manufacturer fields. If the renter wishes to reserve the automobile, they 

may do so directly on that page. If the vehicle is reserved by the renter, the owner and admin are 

notified. The chat feature may be used to have conversations between owners. 

The Rent a Car Ecommerce Web Application's architectural diagram is shown below. 

Vehicle Registration 

Vehicle List 

Book / Chat / Survey / Review 

Vehicle Details 

Owner Registration 

Renter Registration 

Main Page 

Advanced Search 

Register Login Page 

Figure 1 Application Architecture 
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2.2 Application Information flows 

Listed below is the application workflow. The application's primary workflow is the information flow. 

Users may need to take the lead on the index page. The search tool and featured highlighted vehicles 

are included on the Index Page itself. If they choose anyone, a page with a list of vehicles and their 

corresponding results will appear. If the register button is clicked on the index page, the registration 

procedure is then opened. Once registered, they will receive admin approval and be sent to the login 

page. User and donor logins take them to their respective console home pages. 

The conversation, booking procedure, payment, review, and survey for the car are all accessible after 

logging in as a renter. We place the order after receiving the payment information. The booking 

history includes a list of all booked vehicles. Owners may access car registration, renter chat, booking 

history, and payment information by logging in as themselves. As soon as they log in as the 

administrator, users may access user lists, vehicle management, user approval, and user lists that offer 

information about all currently logged-in users so that they can change their profiles. The 

administrator can add, edit, and delete information regarding car type and manufacturer. All users 

may change and update their information and password by clicking their profile, which takes them to 

my profile page. To keep their information secure, all users must successfully log out of the website 

at the conclusion of the procedure. 

 

 

Index Page 

REGISTRATION 
SEARCH 

OWNER 

RENTER ADMIN 

VEH TYPE 

VEH 

MANUFACTURE 

RENTER LIST 

OWNER LIST 

VEHICLE LIST 

BOOKING 

HISTORY 

PAYMENT HISTORY 

DASHBOARD 

BOOKING FORM 

PAYMENT 

HISTORY 

CHAT 

VEHICLE LIST PAGE 

LOGOUT 

DASHBOARD 

LOGIN 

DASHBOARD 

VEH REGN 

BOOKING HISTORY 

PAYMENT HISTORY 

PROFILE 
SURVEY REPORT 

CHAT 

Figure 2 Application Information Flow 
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2.3 Interactions with other Applications 

The benchmark of the rival firm was to evaluate the system's effectiveness and based on the 

researcher's collected customer experience, to suggest a better platform for the case company. The 

competitive landscape was examined by renting a car. The renting procedure is simple to use and very 

engaging, according to the competitor's study. The rival business likewise promotes extra services 

through the car rental user interface. Additionally, the pricing is appealing and affordable when 

compared to other traditional car rental businesses, giving them a significant competitive edge. 

2.4 Capabilities 

✓ We should include sophisticated search criteria to make booking easier. 

✓ Rentals based on location 

✓ listing and information on vehicles 

✓ Allow communication between the renter and owner 

 

2.5 Risk Assessment and Management 

Assessment of Potential Clients: You have the right to evaluate potential clients before any 

transactions. You should not conduct too much research since doing so will make potential consumers 

uneasy. 

Well-Organized Rental Administration: In the rental industry, excessive risk is frequently a result of 

poor administration. You need capable admins for that. Your company becomes more effective and 

efficient with good governance. 

Provide a dedicated budget for car tracking devices to safeguard your company's assets. Installing car 

tracking systems is one technique to keep an eye on your rental cars. 

3 Project Requirements 

3.1 Identification of Requirements 

<RENTACAR-RC_2022-01 User-capability-000100>  

The application's project needs a user-friendly interface and a straightforward architecture.  

 < RENTACAR-RC _2022-02 Renter-capability-000101>  

Only the renter is permitted to submit a review or survey; everyone else is unable to do so. 

< RENTACAR-RC _2022-03 Owner-capability-000102>  

Only the owner may register the car. 

< RENTACAR-RC _2022-04 Admin-capability-000103>  

 The owner, renter, and vehicle may be managed by admin only. 

3.2 Operations, Administration, Maintenance and Provisioning (OAM&P) 

The user data is safely stored in a SQL Database that is frequently updated and will be closely watched 

by the administrator staff. The programme gives registered and legitimate users access to safe 

transactions. For access to the console, registration and login should be required. Customers who are 

not registered can examine the list of vehicles and car data. The search process needs to go quickly 

and realistically. The feature category list should be displayed on the website. 

3.3 Security and Fraud Prevention 

✓ Rental cars adhere to fundamental safety and environmental standards. 
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✓ The car needs to be legitimately registered in the operating nation. 

✓ The condition should be in decent shape inside and out and be quite recent. 

✓ It must verify with operational needs (for example, four-wheel drive for off-road use for a 

city). 

✓ It should be equipped with the required tools and equipment. 

✓ It must possess all necessary documents, including permission to go to all the places where 

the operation calls for it (technical passport for the vehicle, local insurance, pollution control 

certificate, valid yearly road tax payment, etc.) 

✓ Rental agreements must specify the days and hours of the rental, specify that all necessary 

repairs and maintenance will be made at the owner's expense, and stipulate that there will be 

one paid maintenance day per month.  

3.4 Release and Transition Plan 

Website development cannot start until the site is finished and extensively tested. The rental car website 

must be published before the issues are fixed. After booting, the data storage process will start, and the 

maintenance procedure will be used to maintain the application's continuous operations. 

 

4 Project Design Description 

Dot Net Core [EF Core 6] was used to build every aspect of this project. We used the MVC pattern 

format to do this. We picked the webpage as a "getaround" by imitating it(Speed Rent Technology). In 

our application, we used two different layouts: one for the main menu and another for registered users. 

The layout's primary objective is to provide all types of car information, both with and without a 

registration process. If a person updates their profile, we just utilize their legitimate username to update 

it. For all user categories, we used a single registration. We utilized a single login page for all users, 

including administrators, renters, and owners, who all used the same login page. We allow each user 

to take on their own duties, not those of other people. For instance, a tenant cannot act in the capacities 

of an administrator or an owner. 

 

When a user logs in as an administrator, the Admin Layout Page appears as the first page. The 

administrator may view all the data associated with this application on the Dashboard using this Admin 

Layout. Only the administrator has the authority to decide on vehicle type, manufacturer, owner, renter, 

and management of the cars. The booking and payment history is seen by the admin. A user is 

immediately sent to the owner layout page after logging in. We also show some recent activity here, 

such as the number of postings a particular owner's vehicles have had to this point, the number of 

vehicles that the renter has reserved, and the number of chats that have reached the renter. When a 

renter logs in, they are directed to the renter layout page. Renters may change their personal information 

on the dashboard, including how many cars they have reserved. You may look for a car list using the 

search bar on the layout page. Each of them will be able to view information on each car. Renters who 

want to reserve a car must first register as renters, and owners who want to list a vehicle for their 

business must first register as owners. 
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5 Internal/external Interface Impacts and Specification 

The defining of requirements is a crucial phase in the life cycle of software development. Although a 

number of software and hardware specifications may be used to produce this application, the software 

and hardware requirements that we used to develop this job search website are stated below:   

Software Requirements: 

Operating System  :  Windows 10 

Application  :  Visual Studio C# 

Database   :  MSSQL 

Front End  :  HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap5, JavaScript 

Browser  :  Preferable Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox or Edge 

 

 Figure 3: Internal Database and Backend 
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Figure 4: Database ER Diagram 

 

 

The aspects of the application's design may be seen in the following screenshots.: 

 
Figure 5 Home Page 
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Figure 6 Vehicle Details Page 

 

 
Figure 7 Registration Page 
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Figure 8 Login Page 

 

 
Figure 9 Admin Layout 

 

 
Figure 10 Owner Layout 
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Figure 11 Renter Layout 

 

 

6 Design Units Impacts 

It became clear that the new car rental platform makes the process simpler and easier for clients based 

on the results of the surveys, competitor service offerings, literature, and best practice discoveries. The 

most evident among the other possible factors for this system's convenience is the time and money 

saved. Additionally, the new system offers flexible service hours and availability throughout the day 

and night, both of which were not feasible with the previous auto rental system. 

6.1 Functional Area A/Design Unit A  

6.1.1 Functional Overview 

Requirement analysis is a software engineering approach made up of many activities that identify 

the criteria that must be satisfied for a new or modified product while taking into account any 

potential conflicts between the requirements of different customers. Functional requirements are 

those that serve as examples for the system's internal operation, its description, and an explanation 

of each subsystem. It includes the task the system should do, the procedures involved, the data the 

system should retain, and the user interfaces. 

6.1.2 Impacts 

This design unit and workflow process, the computer's operating functions may modify the system 

to meet operational and customer demands. The work process includes authentication, data updates, 

user information updates, backup and recovery procedures, and administrative operations. 

6.1.3 Requirements 

✓ The system will include a customer portal website that will inform the public and consumers 

about the business and how it operates. 

✓ The System will make it possible for the company's inventory to grow by adding additional rent 

the cars. 

✓ The user may enter their preferred date and select choices to find out which vehicles are 

available using the system. The system will proceed to the next phase if a car is available. The 

system will ask the consumer to choose another car if the requested vehicle is not available. 

✓ Name, email address, and phone number are needed for the customer and renter account. 
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7 Open Issues 

No Issues 
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Figure 12 Authentication Controller 
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Figure 13 Admin Controller 

 

 

Figure 14 Vehicle Active / Inactive 
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Figure 15 Home Controller 

 

 

Figure 16 Owner Controller 
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Figure 17 Renter Controller 

 

 

Figure 18 Vehicle Model 
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Figure 20 Interface 

 

 

Figure 21 Repository 
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